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Hacking Exposed WirelessMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Secure Your Wireless Networks the Hacking Exposed Way

Defend against the latest pervasive and devastating wireless attacks using the tactical security information contained in this comprehensive volume. Hacking Exposed Wireless reveals how hackers zero in on susceptible networks and peripherals, gain access, and execute...
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Windows Vista(TM) Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2006
Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of Windows Vista. Zero in on core support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the precise information you need to solve problems and get the job done—whether you’re at...
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Introduction to CryptographySpringer, 2002
Due to the rapid growth of digital communication and electronic data exchange, information security has become a crucial issue in industry, business, and administration. Modern cryptography provides essential techniques for securing information and protecting data.

In the first part, this book covers the key concepts of cryptography on...
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Optical and Digital Techniques for Information Security (Advanced Sciences and Technologies for Security Applications)Springer, 2005
This book comprehensively surveys the results of research investigation and technologies used to secure, verify, recognize, track, and authenticate objects and information from theft, counterfeiting, and manipulation by unauthorized persons and agencies. This book will draw on the diverse expertise in optical sciences and engineering, digital...
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Apache CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
The Apache web server is a remarkable piece of software. The basic package distributed by the Apache Software Foundation is quite complete and very powerful, and a lot of effort has gone into keeping it from suffering software bloat. One facet of the package makes it especially remarkable: it includes extensibility by design. In...
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Microsoft  Windows  Communication Foundation Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to building next-generation connected applications.

Teach yourself the essentials of Windows Communication Foundation-one step at a time. With this practical tutorial, you get hands-on guidance for creating the Web services you need to implement robust business applications for Windows. 

Discover...
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Mastering Reverse Engineering: Re-engineer your ethical hacking skillsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement reverse engineering techniques to analyze software, exploit software targets, and defend against security threats like malware and viruses. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Analyze and improvise software and hardware with real-world examples
	
			Learn advanced debugging and patching...
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Kali Linux CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	When you know what hackers know, you're better able to protect your online information. With this book you'll learn just what Kali Linux is capable of and get the chance to use a host of recipes.


	Overview

	
		Recipes designed to educate you extensively on the penetration testing principles and Kali...
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Hands-On Cryptography with Python: Leverage the power of Python to encrypt and decrypt dataPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn to evaluate and compare data encryption methods and attack cryptographic systems

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore popular and important cryptographic methods
	
			Compare cryptographic modes and understand their limitations
	
			Learn to perform attacks on cryptographic...
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Virtualization Security (EC-Council Disaster Recovery Professional)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Hacking and electronic crimes sophistication has grown at an exponential rate in recent years. In fact, recent
	reports have indicated that cyber crime already surpasses the illegal drug trade! Unethical hackers better known
	as black hats are preying on information systems of government, corporate, public, and private networks and
	are...
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Practical Cryptology and Web SecurityPearson Education, 2005
Security is now the number one concern for businesses world wide. The gold standard for attaining security is cryptography; it provides the most reliable tools for storing or transmitting digital information. This is the first textbook showing students how to implement cryptography and incorporate it into real-world systems on the Web.     
...
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Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Security, Membership, and Role Management (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
ASP.Net security covers a broad range of subjects. Concepts such as Web security features, developing in partial trust, forms authentication, and securing configuration - just to name a few p are all integral components to helping developers ensure reliable security. Addressing the ASP.NET security features from the developer's point of view, this...
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